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Perspectives of genetically engineered microbes
for groundwater bioremediation
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Biodegradation is the main process for the removal of organic compounds from the environment, but
proceeds slowly for many synthetic chemicals of environmental concern. Research on microbial
biodegradation pathways revealed that recalcitrance is – among other factors – caused by biochemical
blockages resulting in dysfunctional catabolic routes. This has raised interest in the possibility to
construct microorganisms with improved catabolic activities by genetic engineering. Although this goal
has been pursued for decades, no full-scale applications have emerged. This perspective explores the
lagging implementation of genetically engineered microorganisms in practical bioremediation. The major
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technical and scientiﬁc issues are illustrated by comparing two examples, that of 1,2-dichloroethane
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where successful full-scale application of pump-and-treat biotreatment processes has been achieved,
and 1,2,3-trichloropropane, for which protein and genetic engineering yielded eﬀective bacterial cultures

rsc.li/espi

that still await application.

Environmental signicance
A frequent groundwater pollutant is 1,2,3-trichloropropane (TCP). It has been used as a degreasing agent and solvent, was formed as a side product during
epichlorohydrin synthesis and occurred as a contaminant in nematicides. TCP contamination is frequently detected at sites where chemical waste has been
inappropriately disposed of. It is highly toxic, recalcitrant in the environment and can spread via groundwater ows. Whereas anaerobic and oxidative
biotransformations are possible, no natural microorganisms are known that can mineralize TCP under oxic conditions. Since some structurally similar
compounds are biodegradable, TCP was chosen as a target for constructing bacteria that use it as a growth substrate. This was indeed achieved by a combination
of protein- and metabolic engineering. The manuscript evaluates the scientic approaches used to obtain TCP-degrading bacteria and the perspective of using
bioaugmentation with genetically engineered microorganisms for removing synthetic pollutants from groundwater.

Introduction
Recalcitrance to biodegradation of synthetic chemicals remains
an issue of serious concern. Recent years have seen increasing
attention on xenobiotic compounds such as diclofenac or cabamazepine (pharmaceuticals), sucralose (articial sweetener),
and polyuorinated alkanes and alkanoates (PFAS). Their
common use and lack of biodegradation causes widespread
occurrence and persistence in soils, surface water and
groundwater. In outlets of chemical treatment plants,
compounds such as dimethoxymethane or ethyl dimethylcarbamate may be detected even aer eﬄuents have passed
diﬀerent biological treatment steps. Classical pollutants that
are poorly degradable such as PCBs or chlorinated pesticides
have been prohibited but they are still present at many waste
dumps. Although the use and release of several chlorinated
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solvents has been stopped or reduced, they remain a major
concern at sites that were contaminated decades ago, but have
not been cleaned up. Chlorinated solvents are relatively water
soluble and can be distributed over large distances by groundwater ows.
The main process by which environmental chemicals
should be removed is biodegradation, and many catabolic
pathways and biotic reactions have been discovered in the last
decades of the previous century, especially in microorganisms.1–3 Organic compounds released into the environment
are subject to biological transformation and elimination as
long as microorganisms with the required catabolic routes are
present and their activity or proliferation is not hindered by
unfavorable redox conditions, the absence of oxygen in case of
petroleum hydrocarbons, extremes of pH and temperature,
hostile salt concentrations, sorption of compounds to the
solid matter, sub-threshold concentrations, or high toxicity of
a chemical itself. In the absence of organisms possessing
a complete catabolic pathway, degradation may still occur by
cometabolism, which includes fortuitous biotransformation
by non-dedicated enzymes that happen to have a broad
substrate specicity.4
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Our past work and this review focus on two closely related
highly important compounds, 1,2-dichloroethane (DCA) and
1,2,3-trichloropropane (TCP). Both are synthetic chemicals, not
known to occur naturally at concentrations that have biological
eﬀects, and are only detected at polluted sites. DCA and TCP
also have similar physical properties such as aqueous solubility,
low hydrophobicity (reected in adsorption to activated
carbon), modest volatility and air–water partitioning, like some
other important pollutants (Table 1). Both DCA and TCP are
used or formed in large quantities worldwide, and of both
compounds polluted areas have been reported due to accidental
spills or inappropriate local waste disposal. Known sites are for
example in the Botlek area (the Netherlands); near Bremerhaven and Lübeck (Germany) and the Tyson's dump
Superfund site not far from the Philadelphia area (Pennsylvania, USA). Since liquid DCA and TCP have a higher density than
water, they sink in the groundwater body, occasionally causing
a subsurface liquid phase in case of large spills (DNAPL). The
relatively high water solubility causes spreading by owing
groundwater which may lead to contamination of large
groundwater systems aer local discharge. This necessitates
isolation and remediation measures, which may be based on
(accelerated) in situ treatment or pump-and-treat methodologies. In both cases the use of microorganisms is an option.
Dependent on local circumstances, anaerobic treatment, such
as reductive dechlorination, or aerobic processes may be used
for bioremediation. Our work focused on microbial cultures
that are applicable for on-site aerobic treatment of contaminated groundwater in bioreactors and was stimulated by the
need to prevent spread of DCA and TCP to surface water and
groundwater in urban areas.
Microorganisms capable of aerobic growth on 1,2-dichloroethane were obtained some 35 years ago by classical microbial enrichment.5,6 Knowing that biodegradation is possible,
a full scale groundwater treatment system was developed by
one of us (GS).7 It was operated for 18 years, aer which the site
was found to be suﬃciently clean to stop the process. Confronted with sites that were seriously polluted with TCP, and in
view of the similar physico-chemical properties, we initiated
research on TCP biodegradation with the idea to apply TCPdegrading microorganisms in a similar process as for DCA
remediation. However, various eﬀorts to obtain aerobic

Table 1

biodegradation or enrich cultures that would grow at the
expense of TCP failed.
Since the later 1980s, the use of genetic engineering to
construct catabolic pathways for recalcitrant compounds was
pursued by diﬀerent research groups.8–14 The use of protein- and
metabolic engineering for this purpose has been contemplated
ever since.15–17 However, this research did not lead to full scale
applications. The example of TCP seemed particularly interesting since short and simple catabolic pathways that look
reasonable for the aerobic conversion of TCP to normal cellular
metabolites could be postulated on basis of biodegradation
studies with related compounds.18 Consequently, the design of
enzymes and pathways that would allow organisms to degrade
or even recycle TCP was investigated by diﬀerent groups, with
results that convincingly showed that biodegradation can be
achieved.19,20 The results of this work provide insight in the
causes of success and failure as well as provide indications for
future directions.

Use and biodegradation of 1,2dichloroethane
DCA is by production volume the largest chlorinated industrial
chemical, most of it being used for synthesis of vinyl chloride
and smaller amounts for ethylene diamine and other chemicals. It was also used as a solvent. Groundwater contamination
is mainly due to leakages and improper waste disposal.
Bacterial degradation of DCA under oxic conditions was
investigated by us in the 1980s.5,6 A pure culture of Xanthobacter
autotrophicus was isolated and the catabolic pathway was
elucidated (Fig. 1).6 First a haloalkane dehalogenase hydrolyzes
one C–Cl bond of DCA to give 2-chloroethanol, which is oxidized
in 2 steps by dehydrogenase enzymes to produce chloroacetic
acid, which in turn is converted by a second hydrolytic dehalogenase to glycolic acid. The initial dehalogenase was isolated
and crystallized, revealing for the rst time the enzymatic
mechanism of a fundamental reaction in organic chemistry: the
SN2 nucleophilic displacement reaction of an alkylhalide with
water.21 The structures also showed that the haloalkane dehalogenases are members of a large group of related enzymes, the
a/b-hydrolase fold family, which also includes lipases and

Data important for the choice of a remediation practicea

Parameters

Units

1,2-Dichloro-ethane

1,2,3-Trichloro-propane

Tetrachloro-ethene

2-Chlorophenol

Density
Aqueous solubility (25  C)
log Kow
(activated carbon sorption)
Henry law constant (stripping)
Double bond (ozone/UV light)
Aerobic bacterial cultures available

g cm3
g l1
—

1.25
8.6
1.48–1.76

1.39
1.8
2.27

1.62
0.2
3.4

1.26
pH dependent
2.15

atm m3 mol1
—
—

2.51  104
Absent
Yes

1.77  102
Present
No

1.12  105
Present
Yes

Anaerobic bacterial conversion known

—

Yes

3.43  104
Absent
Yes, genetically
engineered
Yes

Yes

Yes

a

Data from http://www.pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
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Fig. 1 Aerobic catabolic pathways for 1,2-dichloroethane.6,27 Enzymes of the Xanthobacter autotrophicus pathway are indicted in blue: DhlA,
haloalkane dehalogenase; MeOH-DH, methanol dehydrogenase; Ald-DH, chloroacetaldehyde dehydrogenase; DhlB, haloacid dehalogenase.
Monooxygenase (MO) – mediated conversion leads to chloroacetaldehyde.

epoxide hydrolases. Later, identical haloalkane dehalogenases
acting on DCA were discovered in DCA-degrading Xanthobacter
and Ancylobacter strains isolated from diﬀerent geographic
locations, incl. South Korea, Australia, South Africa, and Germany.22–26 The dehalogenase gene is plasmid localized, and
a plasmid was also found in other organisms that grow on
DCA.23–26 These dehalogenases catalyze cofactor-independent
hydrolytic reactions. An oxidative route for aerobic bacterial
DCA metabolism was described by Hage and Hartmans
(Fig. 1).27 Furthermore, DCA can also be degraded anaerobically
under diﬀerent redox conditions.28 A pure culture converting
DCA anaerobically with nitrate as electron acceptor was
described by Dinglasan-Panlilio et al.29
Biochemical and genetic studies on X. autotrophicus GJ10
and related strains revealed signs of recent genetic adaptation,
which is not surprising as industrial production of DCA started
only in the 1920s. First, the genes for enzymes catalyzing the
most critical steps (haloalkane dehalogenase for the initial
dechlorination, chloroacetaldehyde dehydrogenase for converting the very toxic and bifunctionally reactive intermediate
chloroacetaldehyde) are plasmid encoded.30 A chloroacetate
dehalogenase gene has also been found on a plasmid.26 Genes
encoding catabolic enzymes for synthetic compounds are oen
located on plasmids, frequently associated with transposons or
insertion elements which enable gene transfer or gene activation. Insertion elements also ank regions encoding haloalkane
dehalogenase.24,26,30 Second, the haloalkane dehalogenase is
constitutively expressed, which is unusual for enzymes active in
a growth-supporting catabolic pathway and indicates there has
been insuﬃcient time to evolve a regulatory system. Control of
haloalkane dehalogenase gene expression by its substrate
would require a second protein that recognizes DCA, in addition
to the haloalkane dehalogenase itself. Third, there are indications of recent mutations in the haloalkane dehalogenase
protein itself. The enzyme's cap domain harbors tandem
repeats of short stretches of sequence that would disappear in
the course of evolutionary time due to neutral genetic dri.22
The repeats are lacking in close homologs of the haloalkane
dehalogenase discovered by genome mining in bacteria with no
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reputation of 1,2-dichloroethane degradation. Laboratory
evolution experiments in which the DCA dehalogenase gene was
expressed in a Pseudomonas strain and placed under selection
pressure to accept another substrate (1-chlorohexane) could
mimic the appearance of such mutations in the cap domain.31,32
The isolated DCA-degrading bacteria grew well aerobically with
DCA as sole carbon source in the presence of small amounts of
vitamins or yeast extract. Growth in the absence of vitamins was
better in consortia where cross-feeding is possible. These
observations suggested that a growth-associated DCA treatment
process was feasible. Indeed, Stucki et al.33 demonstrated that
DCA degrading bacterial cultures (Pseudomonas DE1,5 X. autotrophicus GJ10 6) inoculated in lab-scale xed-bed bioreactors
could remove DCA under groundwater conditions. Furthermore, Freitas dos Santos and Livingston34,35 at Imperial College,
London, demonstrated laboratory-scale bioprocesses for waste
gas and waste water treatment using X. autotrophicus GJ10.

Full-scale processes for 1,2dichloroethane removal from
groundwater
Based on the experience with DCA-degrading bacteria and
their availability for inoculation, a full scale process for DCA
remediation was realized by Ciba Specialty Chemicals Inc. and
its successor Novartis AG. At a site near Lübeck (Germany) the
source of groundwater pollution was a former pharmaceutical
production plant. DCA had replaced petroleum ether as a nonammable solvent and was used from the 1950s until 1987 for
the extraction of pancreatin from dried and grained calf's
stomach tissue. When pollution by DCA was detected during
deconstruction of the site, rapid action was deemed necessary.
The sources were removed and a gallery of extraction wells was
installed for pumping and treatment of groundwater, which
contained DCA concentrations of 1–200 mg l1. The plant was
initially designed to treat about 20 m3 h1 of groundwater by
a conventional sand ltration unit followed by carbon
adsorption. Aer start up in 1993 the process turned out to be
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extremely costly as carbon adsorption of DCA is poor, necessitating frequent replacement. Other remediation technologies such as air-stripping of DCA or oxidation by UV-ozone
(DCA lacks a double bond) were also considered ineﬃcient
and costly. The lack of eﬃcient classical alternatives and the
low nancial risk of modifying the plant such that it would
work biologically led to the decision to inoculate the sand and
carbon lters with DCA-degrading bacteria and to equip the
plant with dosing stations for H2O2 and ammonium phosphate. Later, with increasing DCA feed concentrations, the
capacity of the biological step was extended by installment of
a rotating disk biological contactor (Fig. 2), which was also
inoculated with DCA-degrading bacteria (laboratory grown X.
autotrophicus, Fig. 1).6 At this stage, several uncertainties
existed: would bacteria selected in the laboratory remove the
chemical under groundwater conditions (8–12  C) with low
buﬀer capacity, down to below the limit needed to allow
surface discharge (10 mg l1)? H2O2 was added as oxygen
source instead of aeration to avoid stripping of DCA, but would
it not inhibit microbial activity when used at large scale?
Would the amount of energy associated with microbial DCA
oxidation be suﬃcient to sustain a viable biolm? Aer
startup, the analytical data showed that the system performed
remarkably well.7,36 The service life of the activated carbon
columns initially increased from 3 to 6 months, and later the
formation of a stable microbial population enabled the use of
the same activated carbon columns for 14 years without any
carbon replacement. About 4 years aer inoculation, the X.
autotrophicus strain was re-isolated from the yellow biolm
formed on the solid support in the bioreactor (Fig. 2). The
organism was apparently unchanged, including the sequence
of the haloalkane dehalogenase gene.
The addition of H2O2 was stopped when the DCA feed had
dropped to a level of 10–20 g daily, which was still suﬃcient for
the system to maintain an active microbial community. During
the nal years, the advantage of the biological system became
even more apparent as the plant's operational costs were very
low since neither oxygen nor fertilizer had to be added. The
main running costs consisted of electricity to pump the
groundwater, heating of the plant during the winter season,

Perspective
supply of H2O2 and fertilizer and removal of the mineral sludge
and were ca. 0.26 V per m3. About 85% of the costs were for
electricity to operate the pumps. Additional expenditures were
costs for investigating the polluted site, installation of about 60
groundwater observation and extraction wells, for construction
(ca. 200 kV) and maintenance of the treatment plant, and for
expenses of management and consultation with authorities.
Overall, the total costs to remediate the Lübeck site were in the
range of about 5 MV. Whereas costs of anaerobic in situ treatment may be lower, the urgency to clean up the site and prevent
spreading of the mobile pollutants to nearby surface water and
groundwater wells triggered the decision to quickly install
a groundwater extraction and treatment plant, and the choice
for an aerobic process was based on previous lab-scale results
which showed that a very short adaptation time was suﬃcient
and that rapid degradation was possible.
With average feed concentrations dropping to 246 mg l1,
outlet concentrations of less than 0.5 mg l1 were achieved. Aer
18 years of pump and treat activity, concentrations in all
pumping wells dropped to below the required limit of 10 mg l1.
In agreement with the local government, active groundwater
treatment was stopped and the remaining observation wells in
the area still containing trace concentrations of DCA were
monitored for another 5 years.36 DCA concentrations in the
sandy aquifer material dropped further due to natural
attenuation.
In 2002, a second bioprocess for DCA removal was established at Akzo-Nobel and is currently operated by Remondis
Aqua B.V. in the Botlek area (the Netherlands) (Fig. 3). On the
site, ShinEtsu PVC B.V. is using DCA as a precursor for vinyl
chloride production. Earlier, over a long period, serious
groundwater contamination with DCA had happened due to
leakage. Liquid DCA had entered the groundwater body due to
its higher density than water. Groundwater treatment was
initially carried out by extraction and stripping, using excess
steam from a nearby plant. The liquid condensate collected
from the stripper contained DCA, which was incinerated. When
the steam supply was no longer freely available, economically
more attractive alternatives were examined. In view of the
experience with the Lübeck site, one of us (GS) working at BMG

Fig. 2 Full scale treatment of 1,2-dichloroethane-contaminated groundwater. (A) Rotating biological contactor with bioﬁlm containing the
yellow-pigmented DCA degrader Xanthobacter autotrophicus GJ10. (B) Performance of the system over an 18 year period.
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Full scale treatment of 1,2-dichloroethane-contaminated groundwater in a packed bed bioreactor. (A) Process scheme. (B) Inﬂuent and
eﬄuent concentrations after startup.

Fig. 3

Engineering AG (now Arcadis Switzerland AG) was contacted to
design a groundwater treatment process for this site (Fig. 3A).
The plant was designed to treat 15 m3 h1 groundwater
contaminated with 100 mg DCA per l, a capacity that was 25-fold
higher than that of the plant operated at Lübeck. The biological
part consisted of two packed-bed bioreactors. To prevent inhibition of bacterial activity, the rst of the two reactors was
equipped with a caustic soda addition loop to neutralize HCl
generated as a product of DCA mineralization. Investment and
operational costs were estimated much lower than for alternative processes, and the plant was built in a few months. For
inoculation, about 40 kg of back washing sludge from the
Lübeck plant was used. The two slightly aerated xed-lm
bioreactors (total volume 100 m3) were inoculated with this
biomass together with 2 l of laboratory-grown DCA mineralizing
microorganisms and about 100 l of diluted sludge from the onsite wastewater treatment plant, which had also received DCA.
Two months later, the full DCA elimination capacity was gained
with DCA outlet concentrations of <10 mg l1. The concomitant
quantitative increase of inorganic chloride indicated that DCA
was completely mineralized. In 2020, the process is still in
operation (Fig. 3B).
Why were these two cases of groundwater treatment with
specialized bacteria degrading a synthetic chlorinated hydrocarbon successful? First, the availability of aerobic microorganisms, either as pure cultures or enriched sludge, that rapidly
grow on DCA and use it as a carbon source for growth. These are

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

naturally evolved bacteria, with an eﬀective combination of
plasmid-encoded and host genes and gene expression for
detoxication. The organism was isolated from samples of
polluted soil and sediment and apparently could establish itself
in a biolm and survive groundwater-treatment conditions. We
consider the ability to grow at the expense of DCA and synthesize new biomass when DCA is the only organic compound in
the feed essential for the establishment of a stable active biolm. Second, the properties of DCA made the usual classical
chemical–physical treatment technologies such as extraction,
carbon absorption, air stripping or UV peroxide treatment costly
and less eﬀective. At the same time, the properties of DCA
facilitate biological removal, e.g. by avoiding loss and spread of
contaminants by stripping and preventing strong absorption to
organic carbon. Third, DCA has a modest tendency to adsorb to
soil and is reasonably water soluble, allowing removal of
subsurface contaminants by extraction of groundwater. Fourth,
at the sites discussed above, DCA is the major contaminant,
giving organisms that can biodegrade it and thrive on it
a competitive advantage in the articial ecosystem of a bioreactor. Fih, in view of the location of the sites, near urban areas
and with a risk of surface- or drinking water contamination,
there was a real quest for swi cleanup. Oen, treatment is
postponed or le to natural attenuation because there is no risk
of spreading or (eco)toxicological hazards. Sixth, the initial
concentrations of pollutants were quite high, facilitating
establishment of a biolm by organisms that could grow on the
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contaminant. Extremely low levels (ng l1) likely cannot be
easily removed biologically since degradation would yield
insuﬃcient metabolic energy for cell growth and establishment
of a stable population in the biolm.

Occurrence of 1,2,3-trichloropropane
TCP emerges as a side product and environmental pollutant
from past industrial processes for the synthesis of epichlorohydrin.37 These are nowadays replaced by the less problematic
glycerol to epichlorohydrin (GTE) process, e.g. at the Dow
Chemical Company.38 In the 1990s, interest in a biological
process for TCP conversion emerged at Dow from the desire to
feed the side product back into the classical epichlorohydrin
synthesis process. A single hydrolytic dechlorination of TCP
would yield one of the dichloropropanol isomers, both of which
are easily converted to epichlorohydrin at alkaline pH. The
option to use a haloalkane dehalogenase for this initial dehalogenation was pursued in a research project involving Dow,
Diversa Corp. (later Verenium, now incorporated in BASF), and
the Terwilliger protein crystallography group at Los Alamos
National Laboratory.
At about the same time, working with Ciba Specialty
Chemicals Inc., now BASF too, and the University of Groningen,
we investigated TCP degradation because of the need to remediate sites where TCP from epichlorohydrin manufacturing
processes had been improperly disposed. A prominent example
is the so-called Tyson's dump site near Philadelphia, PA, where
a stone quarry was lled with such waste by Franklin P. Tyson
and Fast Pollution Treatment Inc.39 TCP had leaked into sediments and rock ssures, and a pump-and-treat installation was
used by Ciba to stop contamination of nearby river water and to
reduce spreading of pollutants beyond the site. The activated
carbon needed frequent replacement because of the low
binding capacity, due to the low hydrophobicity (Table 1). In
view of the positive experience with the biological treatment
process for DCA-contaminated groundwater, we considered
that demonstrating the aerobic biodegradability of TCP and
isolating TCP-degrading bacteria would be key steps in the
development of a bioremediation process for this extracted
groundwater.

Engineering TCP degrading enzymes
and organisms
Initial biodegradation studies on TCP performed by us included
enrichment with soil and sediment samples from various
polluted sites, as well as shake-ask experiments with activated
sludge. The results indicated that TCP was highly recalcitrant
under aerobic conditions. Enrichment cultures failed, and
continuous ow experiments in laboratory-scale bioreactors
performed by Ciba Specialty Chemicals Inc. in Switzerland
never indicated any adaptation. To date, still no natural
organisms growing on TCP as sole carbon source under oxic
conditions have been described. This may well change as
natural adaptation processes by mutations in structural and
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regulatory genes as well as exchange of genes between organisms can lead to evolution of new catabolic activities, similar to
what happened within 100 years for DCA.
Concerning TCP biodegradation, both anaerobic conversions (partial reductive dehalogenation)40–44 and cometabolic
oxygenation reactions45,46 have been reported for isolated
microbial cultures.40 Thermodynamic and quantum mechanical calculations indeed predict that diverse reactions are
possible.47 Anaerobic transformation of TCP by strains of
Chloroexi gave allyl chloride as a main product, which hydrolyzed to allylalcohol.43 Cometabolic biooxidation yields various
products, including toxic metabolites.45,46 Also abiotic conversions have been explored, especially the reductive conversion of
TCP by metals.49,50 Both during abiotic and biotic transformation dehydrodehalogenation is important. Recent
quantum chemical calculations show that b-elimination of TCP
to allyl chloride is the energetically most favorable abiotic
transformation.48
We considered that a metabolic route that involves an initial
energy-requiring monooxygenation reaction would not be the
best route. An initial hydrolytic step seemed more attractive,
since studies by others and by us had identied bacteria that
could aerobically grow on dichloropropanols.51,52 Furthermore,
a hydrolytic haloalkane dehalogenase catalyzed the rst step in
DCA degradation, and the development or discovery of a dehalogenase with a suitably expanded (or shied) substrate range
could yield an enzyme catalyzing hydrolysis of TCP to
a dichloropropanol.
The haloalkane dehalogenase called DhaA from Rhodococcus
(UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot: P0A3G2.1)53,54 was used as the starting
point for developing improved enzymes, both by us19 and by
investigators from Diversa in collaboration with the scientists at
Dow Chemical and Los Alamos. It has very low but detectable
activity with TCP, much lower than its activity with 1-chlorobutane or 1-chlorohexane.53 Newman et al.55 solved the structure of this haloalkane dehalogenase (PDB ID: 1BN6), which is
diﬀerent from the X. autotrophicus enzyme called DhlA
described above. Is has a broader substrate range but unlike
DhlA with its small occluded active site it does not hydrolyze
DCA. Diversa developed variants that have increased activity
towards TCP and were much more thermostable, as reported by
Gray et al.56 They selected and characterized a 5-fold mutant
(D89G + F91S + T159L + G182Q + I220L) and an 8-fold mutant
(+N238T + W251Y + P302A). Independently, Bosma et al.19
improved the same haloalkane dehalogenase by two rounds of
directed evolution, which gave a 2-position mutant called
DhaAM2 (C176Y + Y273F) with improved TCP hydrolysis
activity. Pavlova et al.57 further improved the activity of DhaAM2
by inserting mutations in the substrate access/product exit
tunnel that connects solvent and active site, yielding among
other variants a mutant called DhaA31, with 3 more mutations
(I135F + V245F + L246I). Finally, van Leeuwen et al.58 performed
a further directed evolution study producing enantiocomplementary dehalogenase mutants carrying multiple mutations
around the active site region, including variant DhaA90R (13
mutations in comparison to DhaA) producing (R)-2,3-dichloro1-propanol and variant DhaA97S (17 mutations) producing
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Fig. 4 Growth-supporting catabolic pathways for aerobic TCP mineralization. The upper route is based on the pathway for dichloropropanol
mineralization by Pseudomonas MC4,60 the lower route on the pathway in Agrobacterium radiobacter AD1.51,59 The pathways for 2-chloroacrylic
acid metabolism in MC4 are hypothetical. Experimentally conﬁrmed enzymes (in blue font): DhaA*, engineered variants of DhaA-type haloalkane
dehalogenase;19,57,58 DppA, non-stereoselective dehalogenating quinohemoprotein alcohol dehydrogenase;61 HheC, halohydrin dehalogenase,
a protein related to dehydrogenases that converts vicinal halohydrins to epoxides;59 EchA, epoxide hydrolases for conversion of epoxides to
diols.60 Hypothetical enzymes (black font): DH, dehydrogenase; Dhl, dehalogenase; EH, alternative epoxide hydrolase.

mainly (S)-2,3-dichloro-1-propanol from TCP. The latter enantioselective variants had lower activity than DhaA31 but oﬀered
the opportunity to direct TCP hydrolysis towards a dichloropropanol enantiomer that can be better converted by subsequent enzymes, i.e. by the (R)-selective 2,3-dichloro-1-propanol
dehalogenase termed HheC and the (S)-epichlorohydrin active
epoxide hydrolase called EchA, both from a strain of the Gramnegative bacterium Agrobacterium radiobacter.59,60 This latter
organism was isolated in Groningen in the 1980s from

sediment collected in a ditch near an epichlorohydrin
manufacturing plant called Chemische Fabriek Zaltbommel
(now Sachem B.V.), the Netherlands.51,59
Introduction of the improved mutant dehalogenases in host
organisms to construct bacteria that degrade TCP was pursued
various times (Fig. 5). Initially, Bosma et al.18,19 used the 2,3dichloro-1-propanol utilizing strain of A. radiobacter mentioned
above as a host, introducing the improved dehalogenase DhaAM2 on a transmissible plasmid derived from the broad-host

Fig. 5 Construction of aerobic TCP degrading bacteria. Numbers 1, 2, and 3 indicate introduction of mutations (green) in DhaA-type haloalkane
dehalogenase, leading to variants with improved activity (DhaM2, DhaA31) or enantioselective TCP hydrolysis (DhaA90R). In the cells, red
segments indicate (engineered) dehalogenase genes, purple indicates genes encoding halohydrin dehalogenase (HheC) and epoxide hydrolase
(EchA). Plasmids and chromosomal DNA are indicated in olive and grey colors, letters indicate additional modiﬁcations in the genome of the host:
(a) deletion of glrP encoding a negative regulator of glycerol metabolism; (b) introduction of gene for the oxygen transport protein VHb; (c)
deletion of genes for ﬂagella synthesis. See text for details and references.
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range cloning vector pLAFR3, which also carries a tetracycline
antibiotic resistance marker (Fig. 4, lower pathway; Fig. 5, top).
TCP degradation by the resulting engineered strain was indeed
observed in shake asks with addition of pulses of TCP, but the
organism still failed to grow with TCP as a sole carbon source.
The DhaA31 variant57 was introduced in the 2,3-dichloro-1propanol degrader Pseudomonas MC4 61 using chromosomal
integration instead of a plasmid and without co-introduction of
an antibiotic resistance marker or plasmid mobilization
genes.20 Insertion into the chromosome looks more attractive
for bioremediation applications, and should relieve concerns
related to distribution in the environment of genes encoding
engineered enzymes or antibiotic resistance proteins. The
Pseudomonas MC4 host was obtained earlier by classical
enrichment with 2,3-dichloro-1-propanol from a site in the
Botlek area mentioned above.61 That site was polluted with side
products from epichlorohydrin synthesis. Strain MC4 possessed
a diﬀerent dichloropropanol catabolic pathway as A. radiobacter, using in the rst step a periplasmic quinohemoprotein
alcohol dehydrogenase (DppA) rather than a cytoplasmic halohydrin dehalogenase (Fig. 4, top). The enzyme catalyzes both
an oxidation and a dehalogenation reaction on 2,3-dichloro-1propanol, is not stereoselective, and can also convert 2-chloroacrolein to 2-chloroacrylic acid, which is a growth substrate.
How this latter compound is dehalogenated to either pyruvate
or lactate is unknown. The periplasmic localization of DppA
keeps formation of the reactive product 2-chloroacrolein out of
the cytoplasm. The recombinant strain with the engineered
haloalkane dehalogenase on the chromosome was termed MC45222 and utilized TCP as sole carbon source for growth,
although the growth rate was low.20 The genome was partially
sequenced, revealing the location of the engineered haloalkane
dehalogenase in the host DNA (GenBank: JOJW00000000.1).
Strain MC4-5222 was introduced in laboratory-scale oxic packed
bed reactor (ceramic Raschig rings or sintered glass beads as
packing material) that was used for continuous degradation of
TCP present in inuent water at 0.3 mM with a water residence
time of 116 h. TCP removal increased from 87% to 97% during
a 2 month test period.20 Additional experiments showed that the
organism continued to grow well in this system, and occasionally it would grow back into the TCP supply vessel – a gratifying
observation of what normally should be avoided in continuousow bioreactor experiments. Diﬀerent reactor setups and
microbial cultures were tested, including co-inoculation of the
packed bed bioreactor with a mixture of similarly engineered
strains capable of degrading TCP (MC4-5221, MC4-5221, MC41331) and A. radiobacter AD1 as a natural dichloropropanol
degrader. The results clearly demonstrated the possibility of
continuous TCP biodegradation under aerobic conditions by
genetically modied microorganisms (GEMs) (Fig. 6).62
An articial TCP catabolic pathway was also constructed in E.
coli strain BL21(DE3). Kurumbang et al.63 tested DhaA31 57 and
the enantioselective derivative DhaA90R58 in combination with
the halohydrin dehalogenase (HheC) and epoxide hydrolase
(EchA) genes from A. radiobacter,59,60 the latter two combined on
a separate dual-gene expression plasmid (Fig. 4 and 5). For
degradation experiments, cells were cultivated in rich medium
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Fig. 6 Degradation of TCP by a mixed culture of P. putida strains
MC4-5221, MC4-5221, MC4-1331 and A. radiobacter AD1 in a laboratory-scale aerated packed bed bioreactor operated in a continuous
mode. Packing material was sintered glass and data were collected
after an initial 80 day acclimation period. TCP loading rate 0.40–
0.44 mg h1 l1; residence time 23 h; removal increasing to 95%.40,62

(Luria Broth) with antibiotics and synthesis of the catabolic
enzymes was induced by adding IPTG (isopropyl b-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside). Unfortunately, the engineered E. coli strain
did not grow on TCP as sole carbon source, and TCP did not
stimulate growth on another carbon source, even though
enzyme expression levels were carefully balanced to optimize
the ux through the pathway to glycerol.63 The lack of growth
and requirement of rich medium components make successful
application unlikely in case of a treatment system into which
competing organisms can enter from air or via the inuent.
Probably E. coli is quite sensitive to TCP and some of its
transformation products,64,65 which can be formed by various
unspecic biotic reactions.40 It was proposed that the haloalkane dehalogenase activity was still too low to produce
suﬃcient glycerol to generate energy for maintenance and
growth. Furthermore, there is a mismatch in stereoselectivity
between the most active haloalkane dehalogenase (DhaA31,
makes mainly (S)-2,3-dichloro-1-propanol) and the halohydrin
dehalogenase (HheC is selective for (R)-2,3-dichloro-1propanol), explaining the accumulation of dichloropropanol
in these cultures. E. coli probably is a less suitable host for
development of bioremediation organisms, since the same
initial haloalkane dehalogenase allowed growth of Pseudomonas
strain mc-5222 and Pseudomonas putida.
The
well-studied
bacterium
Pseudomonas
putida
strain KT2440 66 was more recently investigated as a host
for TCP degradation.67 The constructed pathway for
2,3-dichloropropanol degradation was the same as the natural
pathway of A. radiobacter,23,51,59 again employing the halohydrin
dehalogenase (HheC)51 and epoxide hydrolase (EchA)60 obtained
from that organism, just like the plasmid-based route studied in
E. coli by Kurumbang et al.63 However, Gong et al. inserted the
catabolic genes into the chromosome, avoiding the presence of
transmissible plasmids and resistance markers (Fig. 5). They
also carried out further genetic engineering to improve the
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strain, which may be a better host for heterologous catabolic
pathways than E. coli since it is an established biodegradation
organism that can be equipped with additional benecial
features.66 Two haloalkane dehalogenases were tested:
DhaA31 57 and DhaA90R.58 The latter variant was found to be
more useful since the chirality of the main product of TCP
degradation ((R)-1,2-dichloro-3-propanol) better matched that
of the subsequent HheC and EchA enzymes than the (S)-enantiomer mainly produced by DhaA31. Besides introduction of the
pathway into the chromosome, the glpR gene, which encodes
a negative regulator of glycerol utilization in Pseudomonas
KT2440, was deleted. Furthermore, a gene encoding a hemoglobin-like protein was introduced to improve oxygen utilization under low-oxygen conditions. Finally, agella synthesis
genes were omitted. The resulting strain (P. putida KTU-TGVF)
could use TCP as a growth substrate, and the growth rate was
better than that of previously reported constructs. About 20 h
were required for doubling of the cell density in a batch culture.
As with Pseudomonas MC4-5222, P. putida KTU-TGVF was tested
in an aerated packed bed bioreactor. Continuous degradation of
0.2 mM TCP was achieved at a hydraulic retention time of 133 h
with 95–97% TCP removal, accompanied by quantitative release
of chloride.67
The use of isolated enzymes and cell lysates for TCP
dechlorination has also been considered, and this in fact originally triggered the dehalogenase research at Dow.68 However,
the dehalogenation rates that have been achieved so far are too
low for practical implementation in a TCP to epichlorohydrin
recycling process. Other enzyme-based systems have been reported69–71 but these are not discussed in detail here, since the
use of isolated enzymes will not allow the development of costeﬀective robust processes required for prolonged groundwater
bioremediation like the processes described above for DCA
bioremediation. Such systems are operated under non-sterile
conditions, and long-term survival of enzymes would require
separate enzyme production and a process allowing for physical
separation of the biocatalyst from groundwater. There may be
attractive application opportunities if biotransformation of
synthetic chemicals in waste streams leads to products that can
be recycled, e.g. when a waste product can be converted to
a chiral building block for chemical synthesis.58 Protein engineering of dehalogenases has already led to fascinating applications. Codexis and Pzer engineered the A. radiobacter HheC
by directed evolution to obtain a biocatalyst for statin side chain
synthesis,72 and researchers at Promega Corp. engineered the
Rhodococcus DhaA to develop the HaloTag system that is used to
investigate cellular localization of proteins.73
An issue that received little attention during the development of strains growing on TCP (or other xenobiotic
compounds) is the role of compartmentalization. The DCA
catabolic pathway of X. autotrophicus6 generates the most toxic
intermediate 2-chloroacetaldehyde in the periplasm, since the
reaction is carried out by methanol dehydrogenase, a common
periplasmic quinoprotein enzyme of methylotrophs like Xanthobacter. The 2,3-dichloropropanol-dehalogenating dehydrogenase that allows growth of Pseudomonas MC4 with that
substrate (DppA in Fig. 4) produces the very toxic compound 2-
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chloroacrolein. The enzyme also resides in the periplasm.
Introduction of the DCA dehalogenase gene from X. autotrophicus into a 2-chloroethanol mineralizing Pseudomonas
strain unexpectedly did not allow the resulting recombinant
strain to use DCA for growth, even though the introduced gene
is well expressed and the pathway seems complete.20 A periplasmic localization of enzymes that produce the most reactive
and toxic intermediates (cf. chloroacetaldehyde, chloroacrolein)
would prevent unbalanced release of the toxic products in the
cytoplasm, where reactions with nucleophilic sites on DNA,
RNA and proteins may happen.

Opportunities for genetically
engineered microbes
The application of GEMs requires strains that really solve
problems with the implementation of bioremediation processes
for removal of recalcitrant compounds that are of environmental concern. The TCP-degrading Pseudomonas strains
described above are probably the best examples of genetically
engineered (or metabolically engineered) bacteria that grow on
a recalcitrant chlorinated chemical.20–67 These strains were obtained by a combination of classical microbiology, protein
engineering including directed evolution, and metabolic engineering. Furthermore, laboratory-scale studies with these GEMs
provided proof of principle for continuous treatment of TCPcontaminated water in packed bed bioreactors.20,67 Other
groups have also investigated the development of bioremediation organisms by genetic engineering.8–13 However, to our
knowledge, full-scale applications of genetically engineered
strains for the bioremediation of xenobiotic compounds have
not been reported so far. What hinders full scale implementation of these and other GEMs for practical cleanup operations?
First, in comparison to pure or mixed natural cultures with
a reputation of exceptional catabolic activity, engineered strains
with better biodegradation potential towards important environmental chemicals are rare. A major problem is the technical
diﬃculty of constructing microorganisms that degrade
compounds which are really recalcitrant and for which no
catabolic activity can be found in pure or mixed cultures that are
conveniently obtained by classical adaptation or enrichment
methods. TCP is a relatively simple compound, with only one
hydrolytic reaction separating it from 2,3-dichloro-1-propanol
for which microorganisms can be easily isolated. The structure diﬀers only by one chloromethyl substituent from DCA, for
which microorganisms also are found all over the globe. Yet,
a decent body of protein engineering and metabolic engineering was required to obtain GEMs that degrade TCP and use
it for growth.20,67 In case of important compounds like the trichloroethanes, trichloroethene or various chlorinated pesticides, the task becomes increasingly complicated, and most
past achievements with less recalcitrant compounds (like
chlorinated aromatics) are scientically impressive but of low
practical value. A serious issue is that GEMs for bioremediation
do not always utilize the target substrate as well as expected,
even if the pathway seems well designed biochemically.
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Unwanted side reactions of chlorinated compounds can easily
yield reactive products, and toxic eﬀects of such reactive intermediates formed during metabolism of halogenated aliphatics
are reported, also for the compounds discussed in this
perspective.40,65,74 The development of rapid tools for synthetic
biology and genome engineering (e.g. DNA synthesis, combinatorial and multiplex methods for gene recombination and
integration) will certainly accelerate the pace at which known
bottlenecks can be solved, but the identication of these
bottlenecks is still a tedious and time consuming task. Like with
directed evolution, the use of high-throughput approaches in
metabolic engineering may circumvent some of these design
problems since the rate at which functional genetic diversity
can be created will continue to increase.
Sometimes, biosafety is mentioned as a cause of modest
progress with the application of genetically engineered organisms (GMOs) for environmental cleanup.16,43,67 There are
diﬀerent aspects to this: ecological, health-related and regulatory. Regarding ecological eﬀects, one should consider the
functional properties associated with the genetic changes that
are introduced in engineered bioremediation organisms,
including the way such changes could impact ecological
behavior. It seems impossible that introduction of a few catabolic genes encoding enzymes that act specically on xenobiotic
compounds that should not occur in nature anyway (like TCP)
would have ecological eﬀects beyond persistence of such
organisms in polluted environments and improved degradation
of the target compounds. The main concern may be the
formation of reactive side- or end products, like it occurs during
stepwise anaerobic reductive dechlorination of tetra- and trichloroethene. Introduction of the catabolic genes of interest in
the chromosome of a GEM and avoiding transposons, plasmids,
and antibiotic resistance markers, is recommended and
possible. This should prevent additional mobilization of genetic
material between replicons and organisms, a process that
widely happens in nature. Avoiding pathogenic hosts and
antibiotic resistance markers will also prevent health-related
side eﬀects. The regulatory context is very much dependent on
regional, national and international provisions. In most European countries, release of GMOs is prohibited unless permission is obtained. However, we are not aware of any granted or
non-granted request for permission to use genetically engineered microorganisms in bioremediations schemes. The only
well documented case seems to be the release of a bioluminescent GEMs for monitoring purposes.75 Acceptance of the use of
GMOs in the environment – at least in Europe – is low. Consequently, procedures require detailed risk assessment studies
and are time-consuming, probably not considered worth the
eﬀort if there is no large gain. However, a real benet of using
recombinant organisms can only be expected if these GEMs
outperform natural organisms – of which there are probably
still no proven examples, apart from the laboratory scale TCP
removal by engineered strains described above.
Regulatory and responsibility issues can delay innovative
clean-up actions for up to tens of years. US-EPA legislation
demands positive results of pilot tests for a given technology to
be implemented. To the best of our knowledge and not
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surprisingly, bioremediation of TCP-contaminated groundwater by engineered microbes has not been considered so far. At
Tyson's dump site, groundwater that is apparently free of suspended solids is currently pumped and treated using two 20 m3
granular activated carbon columns. Over the 5 year treatment
period an average of 700 g of volatile organic carbon was
removed daily, with TCP being the primary chlorinated organic
chemical. Dense non-aqueous phase liquids (DNAPLs) are
present at very deep levels, including in rock ssures, so
spreading of contaminants may continue for a long time.
Apparently, the costs for running a groundwater treatment
plant at the relatively low extraction rate of 5 m3 h1 are still
economically bearable.
Bioaugmentation in the sense of introducing cultures with
favorable degradation abilities is an established technology for
in situ groundwater treatment by reductive dehalogenation, e.g.
in case of pollution with chlorinated solvents such as trichloroethene and tetrachloroethene.76–78 It was also used for onsite groundwater treatment as explained above for the removal
of DCA from extracted groundwater. In general, introducing
organisms will be helpful in case of xenobiotic compounds
which are not rapidly degraded by individual strains or consortia of naturally evolved organisms that are already present. In
situ and bioreactor bioaugmentation can be eﬀective in case
cultures are available that use the target compound as a growthstimulating substrate, in case of aerobic processes either as
carbon source or electron donor. Introduction of host organisms carrying transmissible genetic material that can spread in
the natural microbial communities may also stimulate
biodegradation but may be less acceptable from a regulatory
point of view. Stable and long-term establishment of a population of GEMs will require an ecological niche for these
organisms. To avoid the need of repeated inoculation with large
amounts of cultures, introduced organisms should not only
persist but also proliferate as long as pollutants are present.
Such a niche that allows growth will exist if the target
compounds are present at concentrations that support growth
and maintenance of the GEMs. If a specic recalcitrant
compound is a minor component in a stream of polluted
groundwater, a dedicated GEM will have diﬃculty establishing
itself in a bioreactor, especially if the host is not an organism
adapted to survival in a complex ecosystem. Compounds oen
occurring as predominant pollutants are solvents and intermediates in chemical synthesis at places where leakages of
storage tanks have occurred. Examples are DCA, TCP, chloroform, and trichloroethanes. Improper waste disposal of side
products from chemical synthesis tends to lead to more
complex mixtures of pollutants, where only a battery of organisms would help. Obviously, the genetic construction of such
strain collections would be an enormous task.
The presence of recalcitrant chemicals, including solvents
and pharmaceuticals in groundwater and surface water used for
drinking water preparation is a problem of increasing concern.
Biological removal of such compounds, which oen occur at
trace concentrations, will likely remain problematic even in
case suitable microorganisms would be found or constructed.
Such decorated organisms will have little competitive advantage
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to establish themselves in complex microbial communities.
Low concentrations such as dened in Alaska (groundwater
cleanup standard for TCP is 0.0075 mg l1) are unlikely to be met
by biological methods. Furthermore, feed concentrations of
below 1 mg l1 will delay the development of good aerobic
biolms unless the system is fed with huge quantities of water
with considerable mass ow of the chemicals under consideration. This fact is even more important for chlorinated chemicals, as a large fraction of the compound's mass (TCP is 71%
chlorine by mass) does not contribute to growth. It is conceivable that high initial concentrations of a contaminant and large
amounts of inoculum would allow the development of an active
biolm in which desired activity stays long enough for prolonged treatment of low concentrations, but there is little
experimental evidence for such a scenario. The prospects of
application of specialized organisms, such as the recently
evolved DCA degraders and the TCP degrading GEMs described
above, are best in case of concentrated waste streams and spills,
with pollutants that have a high water solubility and can be
extracted via a pump-and-treat approach, and in the absence of
more cost and energy eﬃcient technologies. The combination
of activated carbon lters inoculated with special microorganisms that can degrade micropollutants is also an interesting
prospect,79 especially if concentrating eﬀects of activated carbon
and positive eﬀects of immobilization on population dynamics
would act synergistically.
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